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40th anniversary gifts ideas

Our editors independently research, test and recommend the best products; you can learn more about our review process here. We may receive commissions on purchases made from our chosen links. Your first anniversary as a married couple is a momentous occasion. So what's the best way to mark such an important milestone? The traditional 1st anniversary gift is considered
paper, while the modern gift is a watch, commemorating the passage of time in this important first year. It's also nice to consider a personalized gift: it's something that will always leave a lasting impression and could become a precious heirloom. No matter what gift you choose, it's the feeling behind it that matters. From unique paper prints to classic watches to fun personalized
gifts and everything in between, we've got you covered. Here, the best 1st anniversary gift for each couple. Courtesy of Finch and Cotter Capture the night the stars lined up with this personalized map. The poster features a snapshot of the night sky on the evening of your wedding and is customizable with ink color and font choices to make it personal. Sure, you might have an
album full of big-day wedding photos, but the portrait of a custom couple is a special way to capture the moment you said I do! This hand-illustrated portrait can be customized with everything from favorite flowers and pets that were included on that special day. If you and your boyfriend have traveled near and far to special places near your heart, this personalized art is the perfect
way to illustrate your trip as a couple. Choose the maps you'd like to present along with names and an appointment for a sweetly sentimental artwork that captures the path of love. Traditional and modern 1st anniversary gifts meet in this delicate paper watch. This contemporary design showcases intricate craftsmanship and comes in a range of fresh colors that fit any décor.
Courtesy of Common Goods Take a walk down the aisle with this retro toy. Personalized with favorite memories of the big day, this is a gift that will bring back those wedding day vibes. This personalized portrait cut into paper by Etsy helps you show your feelings with paper! This stunning handmade artwork features a pair silhouette with custom writing floating against a dreamy
backdrop of the watercolor galaxy. Courtesy of Common Goods It may be your first anniversary, but there are many more to come! This diary puts everything custom pages that make it easy to capture all the special moments of your love. As a special memory, this book makes it easy to revisit every memory and milestone as you move together in life. This personalized and
modern watch marks a very special moment over time. Handmade in birch wood, it is equipped with custom engravings available in a range of different designs. Different. of Common Goods The biggest news on the day you were married: your marriage, of course! While it may not have made the front page of the New York Times, you can celebrate your special day with this
personalized front-page puzzle that features the date you tied the knot. The vows made on a wedding day are the deepest feelings of love and commitment to your beloved: this is the perfect anniversary to revisit them. Instead of sticking them away, make them part of your daily life! This letterpress print puts these meaningful words on paper so you always remember them.
Sentimental wines that mark a special milestone are designed to be saved and enjoyed along the way. Store special bottles in this pine forest box: it is sweetly illustrated with love birds that, just like you, are ready to savor every last drop! Courtesy of Artifact Uprising The first year of marriage has left you stories to tell and now you can! This modern photo book lets you create a
collection of images for each season or year, with customizable options for format, design, and customization. With so many memories of an epic year, this gift will be one you'll revisit again and again. Courtesy of Common Goods True love can be found anywhere: land, sea or sky. Artist Jacqueline Schmidt illustrates those special species that have chosen to be life companions.
This extravagant print is ideal for nature lovers or romantics in the heart. Still on cloud nine after a year of marital happiness? This super soft robe will keep you wrapped in the dream. While this gift may not fall into traditional or modern categories, it's something your spouse will be excited to wear every day. All the memories closest to your heart are present in this collage artwork
of Minted photos. Customize it with favorite photos of your time as a couple or your first year together – this is a gift that will animate your heart! This woven cotton toss will add a pictorial touch to a bed or sofa. Light, but warm, it's the perfect thing to squan underneath for a Netflix night together. They say that some people wear their hearts on their sleeves, and although this may
be true, wearing a watch engraved on the wrist is seriously sentimental. This sports watch is a classic piece that can be inscribed with a message of love. Courtesy of Estelle's Colored Glass Traditionally, the couple enjoy a piece of their wedding cake on their first anniversary. Whether you freeze a part of it or recreate the flavors in a fresh cake for the occasion, you will want to
serve it in style. This hand-blown stand is perfect for showing off dessert and many more to come. Courtesy of Paper Rose Co Wishing you had more than just a picture of the dream flowers of your big day? Now you can! Capture your wedding bouquet with this extravagant paper version. The right gift your paper anniversary. Courtesy of Mark and Graham Every guy needs a
great pair of twins and a first anniversary is a perfect excuse to give it to him! This pair is made of sterling silver with a custom monogram so that they know that these twins, like you, will always be his. Nothing writes romance like handwritten love letters. This collection of aerograms is designed to be full of all the sweetest feelings of your one true love: words that will be loved
forever, no matter where the road can take you. This delicate gold necklace says it all. Diamonds represent the strength of love and fidelity: he will wear it every day and think of you. Courtesy of Artifact Uprising A first anniversary is the perfect time to revisit your wedding day memories. Fill this customizable album with wedding photos or fun candid snapshots of the celebration.
This little book picks up some of the truest feelings of romance. From ancient poets to modern masters, these words, immortalized on paper, will capture the feelings that send your heart to flutter. Take the guesswork to find an anniversary gift for him | iStock.com/monkeybusinessimages mother never warned you to fall in love with a man who's hard to buy, but here you are.
There's a lot of pressure with anniversary gift ideas, and on big ones, like your fifth, tenth, or 25th anniversary, you can't get away with romantic gifts under $20. That's why we've compiled this list of ideas for the best anniversary of the 16th for him, so we can finally give him the gift or memory that lasts as long as your relationship. 1. Sky Combat Ace: Fly your aerobatic plane
(starting at $349/flyer) Skydiving is for tourists. Fly on the plane with Sky Combat Ace | Sky Combat Ace at Sky Combat Ace, fly the plane. Under the supervision of a trained professional, you and your partner can climb into the clouds for one of four experiences: aeronautics, air combat, flight training or combination. Living her Top Gun fantasies is definitely a gift she will remember
forever. Sky Combat Ace's locations are located in Las Vegas and San Diego. 2. Beer of the Month Club Membership (from $27.95/month) Try a beer of the month club to introduce them to new drinks | iStock.com/BristolDen're always trying to expose it to new things, so why not introduce it to new beers? The Beer of the Month Club delivers 12 beers from 12 ounces from two to
four different breweries each month. You can also specialize with international beers, hop-heads, or even the Rare Beer club. 3. Boudoir Photo Book (DIY) Give him a thrill with a boudoir photo book | my wedding Pix wants to look at women dressed in a succinct way, and you want me to have eyes just for you. The obvious solution is to make it a boudoir photo book, one of the
most traditional but no less effective anniversary gift ideas for him. These sexually charged, but but photos give him the thrill of going out with the girl pin-up. This boudoir photo book tutorial from My Bridal Pix explains everything a first timer needs to know. 4. Choice of engraved guitar (from $10) Combine your love for each other and music with an engraved guitar choice |
CustomMusicGifts via Etsy Is your partner a guitarist? Of course it is. That's one of the reasons you're with him. An engraved guitar choice is a great way to customize your anniversary in a way that's special to him. CustomMusicGifts offers choices in various materials and colors, so you can choose your preference. 5. Milktape: USB cassette mixtape ($14.99) No pencil winding
required for this USB mixtape | Milktape Few gifts are more romantic than the now obsolete mixtape, but milktape revives that passion with a glow of nostalgia. Make it a digital playlist of all your songs on this retro-style USB stick. This is one of the best anniversary ideas for him if you are a couple who met in the 80s or 90s. You can also decorate the front and back, just like on
good days. 6. Foreplay Connect (£12.99) Make games more intimate with Foreplay Connect | GettingPersonal Add some play to your sex life (or some sex to your gaming life) with Foreplay Connect. This sexual version of Connect Four involves activities such as Ice Cubes &amp; Sex, Lap Dance and Blindfold &amp; Tease. It doesn't matter who connects four of everyone's first
wins. Foreplay Connect is only available in the UK, but that doesn't mean you can't edit one of your board games. 7. Engraved hammer (from $17.99) Hit the gift nail on the head with an engraved hammer | CountryBarnBabe via Etsy Personalized Gifts are the best gifts. So when it comes to anniversary ideas for him, they're usually a safe bet. If you're in a relationship with a
handyman, this engraved hammer is the perfect way to commemorate the day with something it will actually use. CountryBarnBabe offers laser engraving on a standard 16-ounce wooden claw hammer. 8. Cloud 9 Living (varies) Racing Car Driving Experiences Emotional with a Driving Experience behind the Wheel of an Authentic Race Car | Cloud 9 Living If your husband likes
cars, chances are he likes to drive fast. Cloud 9 Living, a website that specializes in giving real-life experiences as gifts, offers a few different options for race car experiences, from ride-alongs to actually coming behind the wheel. The experiences listed are located in New York, Chicago, Detroit and Dallas. 9. Movado Watch (from $595) Always make sure it's on time for your
appointments with a Movado watch | Although we can't really explain it, women who give watches to men is pretty much the equivalent of men giving jewelry to women. The watch is one of the basic anniversary gifts for him, and these Movado watches are a good choice. They are luxurious and respectable, as watches should be. Most cost less than $1,000, so they won't break
the bank. 10. WeWood Watches (from $130) The closer we get to living on Mars, the more our modern technology is remade in wood | WeWood If conventional men's watches are a little too bland for your man, or maybe they're out of your price range, try WeWood watches. Made with a wooden carcass, these watches feature a rustic aesthetic that attracts both exteriors and
experimental trendsetters. In addition, naturalists will love company policy: Buy a watch; we plant a tree. 11. Woodworking Lessons (varies) Let your husband explore his cunning side with woodworking lessons | iStock.com/CarlosAndreSantos Speaking of woodworking, if your partner becomes a craftsman, he will welcome the opportunity to improve his skills in a woodworking
class. The subject, skill level, length and price vary depending on the location. You can easily enroll it in classes and workshops in anything, including furniture production, hand-carved details, or even work with less common materials, such as metal or glass. Check out this list of Fine Wood Artists woodworking schools, with class opportunities across the US and even a handful in
Canada and the UK 12. Custom barware (from $4) Put its approval stamp on a glass with custom dishes for quality glass engraving | Quality Glass Engraving Quality Glass Engraving's custom barware goes far beyond regular engraving companies. It comes with options to engrave emblems, such as sports teams, company logos, and school signatures, along with the usual
monograms and text. 13. Let's Go Bare: The Sexy Activity Book for Couples ($19.99) Spend some quality time together with Let's Get Naked: The Sexy Activity Book for Couples | Gifts.com If you're thinking about what to do on your anniversary, Let's Get Naked: The Sexy Activity Book for Couples is full of rauchi and adult-level ways to pass the time. Despite the title, this book is
surprisingly romantic, with sensual games and activities designed to get you closer as a couple. 14. Train holiday (varies) Bring out the child who loves trains in your man with a train holiday | Train holidays We have included experiences in planes and cars. Now, here's a list for trains. Some men, such as Sheldon of the Big Bang Theory, have an innate fascination with trains. For
them the best anniversary gift would be a train holiday. The Vacations by Rail website lists the best train tours to the U.S., Canada, Europe, and more, including vintage train rides and visits in some unique tourist spots. 15. Engraved pocket knife ($22.99) Turn your love into a weapon - only not metaphorically - with an engraved pocket knife | All Declared via Etsy Although a sharp
weapon may not seem of the most romantic anniversary gifts for him, an engraved pocket knife warms the heart of a certain type of boy. This well-crafted pocket knife from EverythingDecorated features a laser-engraved message of your choice on a stainless steel blade with an optional black finish. 16. A night in a hotel room (DIY) Surprise it with a romantic night in a hotel |
iStock.com/DragonImages last but not least, why not give your man a mysterious night in a hotel room? Part of the charm is the surprise, so be sure to handle the details yourself and unveil them piece by piece as the night unfolds. For inspiration, read Match.com's How to Have a Romantic Night in a Hotel. Hotel.
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